


Friendly Norms
● Please keep yourself muted unless you are speaking
● Please introduce yourself in the chat, where are you from, and 

campaigns you have worked with
● Meeting will be 1-hour
● Thank you for joining us!
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Raising Hand on a Computer/Tablet



Caz Margenau
she/her

State Lead,
Colorado for Pete Buttigieg
2019-2020

Colorado lead for 
Joe Biden Facebook 
Program, 2020

Digital Marketing
Jeni Arndt for Mayor 
of Fort Collins, CO 
2021

Single mom

Ace/Aro

Climate Research Administrator

Co-founder and co-Director of 
Leadership Development
Building Bridges for America
2020-2022

South Bend, IN

Operations and
Outreach for
Paul Steury IN2
2022

Grassroots 
organizer for IN2 
Kitchen Cabinet
2022





Ice Breaker
Please be ready to 

respond in the chat.



A conservative pollster published a new poll in April 2022 of Purple Voters in America.

What percent of American swing voters said:

People need to put aside their differences and 
America needs to unite.   __%

People should stand by their differences even if it 
means America does not unite.   __% 

Respond in the chat:



A conservative pollster published a new poll in April 2022 of Purple Voters in America.

What percent of American swing voters said:

People need to put aside their differences and 
America needs to unite.   74%

People should stand by their differences even if it 
means America does not unite.   15% 

Respond in the chat:



Today’s Goals

Grow your understanding
Find people where they are at.

Actively listen
Keep calm and moderate an effective 
conversations

Use the power of story
Use your personal experience to get 
vulnerable and build trust.



Basis of understanding

Let’s start by building our empathy muscles for:

Conservative voters

Non-voters



Conservatives
● Strict heirarchy
● Has empathy for people 

they know
● Morality comes from 

discipline

Progressives

● Nurturant
● Having empathy for 

everyone
● Morality comes from 

taking care of others

Note: These are pure models. Most people’s families are a mix of both.

The moral system we are raised in wired our brain.

Basis of understanding



Politics is moral.

People propose what they believe is right.

We have different beliefs of what is right and wrong based on 
our family.

Basis of understanding



Basis of understanding





Speak smarter
Get into the habit of saying your values aloud.



Question

What is the name of someone you know 
who is not political at all?



Basis of understanding
Non-voters were the largest voting block in 2016.

Non-voters were the 2nd largest voting block in 2020.

81 million   Voted for Biden
80 million  Eligible voters who did not vote
74 million  Voted for Trump



Basis of understanding
Reasons people do not vote

Do not have faith in the system
38% are not confident that elections represent the will of the people
17% do not vote because they do not like the candidates

Feel politics does not matter
Less likely to say that politics has a strong impact on thier lives

Feel under-informed
Less engaged with the news. Think voting is hard. Media engagement is more for 
entertainment.



Basis of understanding
Who are non-voters?

16% follow politics closely.
58% bump into news or hear it from others.
74% think voting is hard.



The best way to connect 
and be heard is to first 

actively listen.



Conversation Style

Discussion
Debate
Dialogue

● Open-minded & curious
● Focused on listening
● Ask questions so you can understand

Do not assume. Make them say it!





Open with a question
I’m really excited about this upcoming election. What are your 
thoughts on who you are going to vote for?



Open with a question
I’m really excited about this upcoming election. What are your 
thoughts on who you are going to vote for?

No matter what they say, smile and be curious, make them talk 
about themselves.

We are all in a complicated relationship with ourselves.
Let’s use that.



Open with a question
I’m really excited about this upcoming election. What are your 
thoughts on who you are going to vote for?

No matter what they say, smile and be curious, make them talk 
about themselves.

I understand. I’d like to know about you, can you share something that 
is going on that you like or don’t like?

Goal #1: Have them think and feel for themselves and be heard.



Active listening



Active listening



Active listening



Get used to hearing opinions

Use this Pew 
Research site to 
get familiar 
with what some 
people feel.

https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2020/12/17/voters-say-those-on-the-other-side-dont-get-them-heres-what-they-want-them-to-know/



Make a connection
I feel frustrated to because freedom is so important to me, I feel it in 
my bones, you know? And having less freedom now, I can’t accept 
that. That’s why I am out here volunteering.

Goal #2: Connect on feelings, values, and purpose.







Grace
Patience
Forgiveness
Self-Respect
Abundance
Reciprocity
Enjoyment
Entrepreneurial
Happiness
Harmony
Peace
Relationship
Knowledge
Patience
Change
Prosperity
Wellness
Finances
Gratitude

 

Integrity
Finesse
Love
Openness
Religion
Order
Advancement
Respect
Joy
Forgiveness
Excitement
Goodness
Involvement
Faith
Wisdom
Beauty
Caring
Personal Development
Honesty

Teamwork
Career
Communication
Learning
Excellence
Innovation
Quality
Commonality
Contributing
Spiritualism
Strength
Entertain
Wealth
Power
Affection
Cooperation
Encouragement
Endurance
Respect

Leadership
Renewal
Home
Contentment
Friendship
Courage
Balance
Compassion
Fitness
Professionalism
Facilitation
Effectiveness
Diversity
Generosity
Adventure
Kindness
Clarity
Humor
Invention

Fun
Fame
Justice
Appreciation
Willingness
Fun
Fame
Justice
Appreciation
Willingness
Family
Freedom
Security
Loyalty
Intelligence
Connection
Creativity
Humanity
Success

Use Common Language

Say the words of what you value and get them to nod along.
(Avoid words and names you do not value.)













Workbook has activities



Step-by-Step How To’s

Step-by-Step workbooks, slides, and video.
www.buildingbridgesforamerica.com



Complete the Power series



www.buildingbridgesforamerica.com



www.buildingbridgesforamerica.com



If you liked this presentation,
Please take a moment before signing off to 

share it with others.

@buildbridges4america



Learn more at
www.buildingbridgesforamerica.com.

Thank you for joining us.


